THE SKIN IS the body’s first line of immunity against infectious agents. During a breach of this immune system, infections of the skin affect a person’s appearance, often leading to great anxiety and concern. Unfortunately, these invasive infections are all too common among individuals with primary immunodeficiency disorders (PIs). Patients with certain types of PI are known to be more prone to certain types of bacterial, fungal and viral skin infections. For this reason, recognition of various skin infections can help provide clues to potential defects in the immune system, which can lead to consideration of PIs in those undiagnosed.

Bacterial Infections

Bacterial skin infections vary based on extent and depth of infection. They can range from mild folliculitis (inflammation/infection of skin follicles) to deep cutaneous abscesses. The most common types of bacteria that invade the skin include Staphylococcus and Streptococcus species. Critical first responders in the immune system that help to defend against bacteria that invade the skin are the phagocytes, including neutrophils and macrophages. No doubt, defects of the function of phagocytes often lead to bacterial skin infections.

Understanding what types of immune system defects may be the cause of skin infections can help in the diagnosis of a primary immunodeficiency disorder.

By Bob Geng, MD
One of the most well-known PI conditions related to phagocytic dysfunction is chronic granulomatous disease (CGD). CGD is characterized by a defect in the phagocyte’s ability to generate reactive oxygen species to kill microorganisms that have been ingested by the phagocyte. CGD affects many organ systems and has both infectious and noninfectious (autoimmune) complications. However, skin infections are often the most noticeable and are frequently the complications that prompt patients to seek medical attention. The most common bacterial complications in CGD range from cellulitis (noncontagious spreading infection) and impetigo (contagious skin infection) to abscesses (tender, soft swellings filled with pus, often surrounded by an area of skin colored from pink to deep red). And, the most frequent culprit bacterial skin infection organism is generally Staphylococcus aureus.

In order for phagocytes to eliminate bacteria properly, they have to produce the reactive oxygen species, get to the location of the bacteria and then traffic the reactive oxygen species to the engulfed bacteria. Defects in either one of those processes can lead to susceptibility to bacterial infections. Chediak-Higashi syndrome (CHS) is a condition caused by a defect in lysosome fusion, which leads to the inability to move the reactive oxygen species in lysosomes to the engulfed bacteria. Patients with CHS develop pyogenic (pus-forming) skin infections that range from superficial to deep skin abscesses. The inciting organisms are often Staphylococcus or Streptococcus. Leukocyte adhesion disorder (LAD) is a condition in which the phagocytes cannot move out of the blood vessel to get to the site of infection. There are three subtypes of LAD, but they are generally all associated with bacterial skin infections without pus formation since the phagocytes cannot get to the actual location of the infections. Both CHS and LAD are extraordinarily rare disorders with many more severe clinical manifestations that extend beyond skin infections.

One of the key signals that activate the neutrophils and overall immunity in the mucosal and skin surfaces is interleukin-17 (IL-17). Defects in the activity or production of IL-17 will lead to susceptibility to bacterial skin infections, as well as fungal infections. The autosomal dominant hyper-IgE syndrome, otherwise known as Job’s syndrome, is caused by a defect in one of the cell signaling proteins STAT3, which ultimately leads to a deficiency in production of IL-17. Job’s syndrome, as the name suggests, is associated with skin abscesses, furuncles, cellulitis and lymph node infections caused by Staphylococcus organisms.

In addition to the specific disorders that have hallmark features of bacterial skin infections, PIs that lead to significant humoral/antibody deficiency, T-cell deficiency and combined humoral and cellular immunodeficiency may also impair the body’s ability to fight off bacteria that invade the skin and increase susceptibility to skin infections.

### Fungal Infections

As previously discussed, IL-17 plays an integral role in mucosal and cutaneous (skin) immunity. Because Job’s syndrome can increase susceptibility to bacterial skin infections, the risk of candidal (yeast) infections on the skin is also increased. Other PI syndromes that are associated with IL-17 defects include the AIRE (autoimmune regulator) mutation and the IL-17 receptor mutations. These conditions lead to a condition called chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis (CMC), which is a chronic fungal infection of the skin, nails and mucosa (oral and urogenital). CMC, in general, is limited to the skin and mucosa, and most cases do not tend to lead to systemic fungal infections, although in a minority of cases systemic infection has been reported. The AIRE mutation leads to neutralizing autoantibodies that inhibit the function of IL-17. The IL-17 receptor mutations lead to impaired binding of IL-17 to its target, diminishing its function. Another relatively recently discovered defect of the IL-17 pathway is the STAT-1 gain-of-function (GOF) mutation. While STAT-1 GOF can lead to an overactivation of the intracellular signaling protein STAT-1, the end result is an impairment in the production of IL-17 pathway signaling molecules.

### The Most Common Types of Bacteria That Invade the Skin Include Staphylococcus and Streptococcus Species.

The body recognizes general patterns of fungal organisms using pattern recognition receptors. These receptors, which can bind to common components of fungal cell wall, work together with another receptor called dectin-1 to enhance the recognition of fungal organisms, leading to adequate immunity against these infections. Therefore, mutations that affect the function of dectin-1 leading to deficiency would reduce antifungal immunity. Interestingly, dectin-1 deficiency has only been described to be associated with CMC, and not invasive systemic fungal infections.
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Cellular immunity is crucial in antifungal immunity. Deficiencies in cellular immunity lead to an increased susceptibility to fungal infections. Classical severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) and hypomorphic (leaky) SCID patients will have a greater predisposition to developing fungal skin infections. Other forms of combined cellular/humoral immunodeficiency disorders and predominately cellular immunodeficiency disorders can also lead to CMC. A few examples of these conditions include Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, dedicator-of-cytokinesis 8 deficiency (DOCK8), DiGeorge syndrome, etc.

Viral Infections

Viral infections of the skin can be broadly categorized into those caused by herpes viruses, poxviruses and papillomaviruses. Key parts of the immune system that help control viral infections are T cells (both T-helper as well as T-cytotoxic) and natural killer (NK) cells. PIs that decrease the number of these cells or disrupt/im pair their function will increase susceptibility to developing viral skin infections.

The most common herpes viruses are herpes simplex virus (HSV) 1 and 2 and herpes zoster. Following primary infection, herpes viruses generally reside in a dormant state in the cell bodies of neurons. Both herpes simplex and zoster can reactivate depending on degree of stress or immunodeficiency. While there are systemic symptoms associated with primary infection, reactivation is generally limited to skin symptoms such as the development of a burning, painful red rash with vesicles (fluid- or air-filled sacs). Generally, reactivation of herpes simplex is in the same area or a nearby area to the primary infection. Herpes zoster reactivation generally is isolated to a particular dermatome nerve distribution (an area of the skin that is supplied by a single spinal nerve) on one side of the body. Herpes zoster reactivation can occur in immunocompetent individuals under periods of high stress, but immunodeficiency will increase the risk and rate of reactivation. Defects in cellular immunity will lead to more frequent and greater severity and possibility of systemic complications of both HSV and zoster.

The most common poxvirus-induced skin disease is molluscum contagiosum, which is characterized by flesh-colored dome-shaped papules with a central dimple. Molluscum is a common skin infection in childhood, but can also be seen in adults. It is spread by skin-to-skin contact, so sexual contact and contact sports are often risk factors in immunocompetent patients. Immunodeficiency can increase the risk of developing molluscum, particularly conditions that are associated with defects in T-cell function. Examples of PIs that are associated with increased risk of molluscum are Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome and DOCK8 deficiency.

The most common skin condition caused by herpes papillo-maviruses (HPVs) are warts. T cells and NK cells help to control HPV infections, and PIs that lead to defects in their function will often predispose individuals to develop more significant and extensive HPV infections. Primary NK cell deficiency and DOCK8 deficiency have been associated with refractory and, often, extensive warts all over the body. One syndrome called warts, hypogammaglobulinemia, infections and myelokathexis (WHIM) is particularly associated with increased susceptibility to HPV infections. In WHIM, the defect is in a chemokine (signaling protein) called CXCR4. This syndrome affects cellular and humoral immunity (antibody production) and can lead to retention of mature neutrophils in the bone marrow, leading to low levels of neutrophils in the peripheral blood.

Another distinct condition associated with increased uncontrolled HPV infection is epidermodysplasia verruciformis (EV). EV can have a variety of presentations, including flat skin lesions to reddish-brownish plaques to warts. The primary defect in EV does not appear to be a cellular immunodeficiency, but rather a defect in restricting HPV’s access to zinc. The defect in EV is related to mutations in either the EV1 or EV2 gene. The normal function of these genes leads to encoding of proteins that would restrict the ability of HPV to access cellular zinc stores, which are necessary for function of various viral proteins. EV patients are at an increased risk to develop squamous cell cancers of the skin.

The Diagnostic Link

The skin is the most visible organ in the body and also serves as the first line of defense in our immune system. There are many key skin infections seen in a variety of PI disorders. By considering the mechanism in which a normal functioning immune system defends against various microorganisms, it’s possible that specific skin infections may offer diagnostic clues to the type of PI a patient may have. Therefore, prompt recognition of severe, unusual or recurrent skin infection/disease will alert us to the possibility of systemic illness and underlying immunodeficiency disorders.
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